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PREFACE 
The present study aims at investigating into the two 
novels one each by Dickens and Thackeray - A Tale of Two 
Cities and Henry Esmond respectively - the treatment of 
History to determine whether these novels conform to the 
distinctive genre of the historical novel. Both the novels 
use history as background and selected historical events 
as the constituents of their stories. But the two 
novelists differ in their approach to the exploitation of 
historical details for artistic purposes. While Dickens 
believes in greater freedom of imaginative re-creation and 
reinterpretation of historical material, Thackeray favours 
greater veracity to historical realities. Both of them owe 
allegiance to Sir Walter Scott and his tradition of the 
historical novel but because of their different artistic 
intentions the element of historicity and structural 
reorganization of the historical material in their two 
novels are different. We have endeavoured to establish 
that Dickens's greater liberty with the canons of the 
historical novel is in keeping with his artistic intention 
of imaginative recreation of the reality of his immediate 
milieu where history serves as a hinge. Hence, there is 
greater inventiveness, fabrication and selectiveness in 
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regard to historical material in the novel of Dickens. So 
far as Thackeray is concerned his approach is more 
realistic and his effort is to look for correspondence 
between historicity and contemporaneity as far as the 
details of events and characters are concerned. 
In order to present the above mentioned way of 
looking at the two novels a brief examination of the 
nature, tradition and the development of the historical 
novel has been made, which constitutes the first 
Introductory chapter of the study. The two chapters which 
follow contain the analysis of the two novels, namely, 
A Tale of Two Cities and Henry Esmond. The final chapter 
of Conclusion is by way of recapitulating the major points 
emerging from our discussion in the foregoing chapters. A 
selected bibliography has been appended to the study. 
I wish to acknowledge my profound gratitude to my 
supervisor Mr. M.K. Lodi, Reader, Department of English, 
A.M.U. for his unstinted guidance of the present study. My 
thanks are due to Prof. M.H. Khan, Chairman, Department 
of English. I am deeply thankful to Prof. K.S. Misra, 
Department of English, A.M.U. for his valuable suggestions 
and guidance. I am also grateful to the members of the 
Maulana Azad Library and the English Depaitment Seminar 
Library for their help in the preparation of the presenc 
study. 
ALIGARH (ALKA TOMAR) 
February, 1994 
Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
The historical novel emerged at the beginning of 
the nineteenth century. This emergence coincides with the 
time of Napolean's collapse. Scott's Waverley, which 
appeared in 1814, can be treated as the first historical 
novel. Of course, earlier novels with historical themes 
and backgrounds are found in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. But, these novels can be called 
historical fiction in a very limited sense. They use 
historical material only in regard to theme, 
customs and conventions of the time. But they fail to 
capture the true spirit of the historical novel, and 
remain concerned only with the externals, like the manners 
and customs of their age. George Lukacs, has remarked that 
even "in the famous historical novel of the eighteenth 
century, Walpole's Castle of Otranto, history is likewise 
treated as mere customary; it is only the curiosities and 
oddities of the milieu that matter, not an artistically 
faithful image of a concrete historical epoch." What is 
1. George Lukacs, The Historical Novel, Trans. Hannah and 
Stanley Mitchell (London, Mevlin Press, 1962), p. 19. 
lacking in the historical novels before Sir Walter Scott 
is that the individuality of character has not been 
derived from the historical peculiarity of their age. 
It will be relevant if we begin our discussion with 
the social and ideological basis from which the historical 
novel was able to emerge. The ideological and political 
advancement which swept across the Continent, influenced 
the course of the development of historical novel. 
Germany's contribution is very significant as she was 
passing through the last phase of enlightenment, which 
emphasized the artistic reflection of the past. The phase 
of enlightenment coupled with the conscious growth of 
historicism has a bearing on the rise of historical novel 
but this conscious growth of historicism does not come 
into being on its own. Rather it has its roots in the 
special position of Germany. The glaring contradiction of 
advancement in the ideological field and lagging behind in 
the economic and political field led to the generating of 
the desire for self searching. "Goethe's Gotzvon 
Berlichingen not only ushered in £ new flowering of 
historical drama but had a direct and powerful influence 
on the rise of the historical novel in the work of Sir 
Walter Scott." 
2. Ibid., p.22. 
If we take stock of the historical background, we 
will realize that the French Revolution and the upheavals 
which took place between 1789 and 1814 play no less a 
significant role in the emergence of historical novel. The 
French Revolution, the revolutionary wars and the rise and 
fall of Napolean for the first time made history a mass 
experience and a quick succession of upheavals which each 
nation of Europe underwent gave them a qualitatively 
distinct character and made them conscious of their 
history. Thus economic and political changes brought about 
by the French Revolution had far reaching ideological 
consequences as it transformed man's existence and 
consciousness, thus generating a perceptively keen 
interest in the past. The past was no more something which 
could be relegated into the lu,mber-room of curiosities. 
It worked on the consciousness of the people as something 
capable of re-shaping and revitalizing their contemporary 
ethos into a significant civilizational pattern, and of 
creating a new perspective of life. 
The emergence of the historical novel was not 
accidental in England. A glance at the past scenario of 
the country shows that potent conditions existed which 
favoured the emergence of the historical novel. A number 
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of progressive changes which the Glorious Revolution of 
1688 and realization of bourgeois freedom brought about 
made England a model land of development for the 
majority of continental ideologists. The enormous 
political and social transformation of the preceding 
decades awoke, in England too, the feeling for history, 
the awareness of historical development. Though England 
experienced Industrial Revolution and the rapid growth of 
capitalism, yet it remained relatively stable during this 
stormy period, in comparison with the countries of the 
rest of the Continent, thus making it possible for this 
newly awakened historical feelings to mould itself into a 
broad, objective, epic form. Ideologically, Scott is 
sympathetic to that section of society which had been 
precipitated into ruin by the Industrial Revolution and 
the rapid growth of capitalism. But he can not be 
categorised along any ideological groups or sects. He is 
neither anardent enthusiast of this industrial development, 
nor is he a pathetic, or passionate indicter of it. He 
adopts a middle course in measuring the entire historical 
developmental process. He finds in English history the 
consolation that the most violent vicissitudes of class 
struggle have always calmed down into a glorious middle 
way. This approach toward history also influenced the 
development of the historical novel. 
It will be only apt at this point to dilate a bit 
upon the nature of the historical novel. In a historical 
novel effort is made not to re-narrate great historical 
events, but to imaginatively recapture the ethos of the 
people who figure in those events. This ethos should have 
the veracity or semblance of historical truth 
historical truth not in regard to facts but spirit. The 
historical novelist makes us reexperience the social and 
human motives which led men to think, feel and act just as 
they did in the context of historical reality. Thus the 
historical novelist does not aim at the depiction of 
particular events extensively rather he selects only those 
episodes which are of particular importance so that the 
entire spirit of a particular period becomes vivid : 
The historical novel, therefore, has to demonstrate 
by artistic means that historical circumstances and 
characters existed in precisely such and such a 
way. Thus in a historical novel, there is artistic 
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presentation of historical reality. 
In the historical novel, the novelist tries to make us 
comprehend genuine basis of historical events, 
encompassing all its facets, and the way they (historical 
events) interact with living individuals, resulting in a 
particular historical period. 
3 . George Lulcacs, The H i s t o r i c a l Novel, p . 43 . 
It (the historical novel) should be just such a 
'novel of manners' as a contemporary might have 
written, though in a language intelligible today. 
Being fiction, it should not consist of history or 
pretended history; hence well known events and 
personages should be subordinated, exactly as they 
would be if the novelist were writing of his own 
4 
age. 
In the historical novel the characters created may have 
resemblance with their historical counterparts. But they 
are, nevertheless, re-created personages with greater 
bearing on the contemporary ethos of the novelists' 
immediate milieu. Sometimes quaint linguistic features may 
be included in the language to achieve historical 
validation but the idiom is by and large the contemporary 
language which people use in the time when the novel is 
written. 
The origin of the historical novel in England is 
generally traced to Sir Walter Scott who is acknowledged 
to be the real creator as well as the master spirit in 
this genre of fiction. He was able to raise the historical 
novel to a permanent place in fiction and redeem novel 
reading from the charge of being a useless waste of time. 
His first novel appeared in 1814. An objective analysis of 
his contribution needs a deep and careful perusal of the 
4. E.A. Baker, The History of English Novel, Vol. VI (New 
York, Barnes & Noble INC, 1950), p. 135. 
salient features of his works. For exanple a thematic study 
of his novels reveals that Scott is not interested in the 
contemporary issues but in che great crisis of historical 
life which is the recurring theme of his novels. But his 
manner of portraying the historical crisis is never 
abstract because he believes that certain crisis in the 
personal destinities of a number of human beings coincides 
and interweaves within the determining context of 
historical figures. The leaders of warring classes and 
parties are only minor characters but they are unable to 
live themselves out to the full as human beings, to 
display freely all their splendid and petty human 
qualities. However, their place in the action is such that 
they can act and express themselves in situations of 
historical importance, and thus they achieve here a many 
sided and full expression of their personality, only 
insofar as it is linked with the big events of history. 
What Scott does is that he humanizes his historical 
heroes. The heroes of Scott's novels are never heroic, 
they are always more or less mediocre, average English 
gentlemen. 
Scott portrays the great transformation of history 
into a popular life. In his novels, he always endeavours 
to highlight the sway of historical changes which exercise 
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an influence on everyday events and bring to focus the 
impact of material and psychological changes upon people 
who react without comprehending their true nature. By 
accepting this premise, he portrays the complicated 
ideological, political and moral movements to which such 
changes inevitably give rise. 
Scott"s canvass is quite wide. He depicted the 
whole range of characters and outlooks, ranging from the 
nobleman to the peasantry, giving equal v.'eightage in his 
portrayal to the higher and lower echelon of society, 
whereas, the other realistic novelists dealt with the 
artificial life in drawing rooms and the conflicts of caste 
in a sophisticated society. Scott offered an equally 
convincing picture of adventure in the heathen scented" air 
of the mountains. The historical and topographical details 
are authentic so that we have the satisfaction of feeling 
that vje are learning useful historical facts under the pleas-
ant guise of entertainment. Humour is dispersed throughout 
his novels, thus enhancing its appeal, and what was of 
tremendous significance that it was a kindly 
sympathetic humour, without any sour flavour of satire. 
Just as the phenomenon of social change and tension is the 
recurring theme in almost all his major novels, so 
political themes also find a subtle delineation in some of 
the novels. The historical background is used as a means 
of exploring conflicts and difficulties involved in 
political commitment at any time, and Scott's handling of 
the exploration takes us beyond the confines of place and 
period. Similarly his romantic imagination is again and 
again manifested in his treatment of the various aspects 
of his novels. The same romantic tinge undeniably shows 
itself in Scott's picture of the past. In his treatment of 
the medieval ages he has used a number of digressions and 
his description of the middle ages is as we should have 
wished them to have been. Scott has omitted the abstract 
aspects of human nature. He omits to give us a delineation 
of the soul. Walter Bagehot remarks "His heroes and 
heroines are well dressed for this world, but not for 
another. There is nothing even in their love which is 
suitable for immortality". 
Though Scott is considered as the real pioneer of 
the historical novels, historical novels of diverse nature 
and pretensions had been written even earlier. We find the 
example of Scottish chief in Jane Porter whose characters 
lacked life, humour and genuine romance in which Scott's 
5. W. Bagehot, "Scott" in J.O. Hayden, ed., Scott: The 
Critical Heritage (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
19/0), p. 419. 
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portraits have God's plenty. Thus, though historical 
novels were written before Scott, but these novelists 
lacked historical imagination. Scott not only imparted 
historical-imagination to historical novels but also 
popularized it to such an extent that a charm for writing 
historical novels was generated and a large number of 
writers of The Victorian period were motivated to write 
historical novels. 
The historical novel became so popular that there 
was a craze for writing historical novels not only in 
England but also in France, Germany and America. James 
Fenimore Cooper was the earliest disciple of Scott who 
wrote historical novels under the impact of Scott in 
America. His other Continental disciples were : Balzac, De 
Vigny, Victor Hugo. Balzac had written Les Chouans, De 
Vigny Cinq Mars, and Victor Hugo Notre-Dame de Paris. His 
English counterparts were Bulwer Lytton, Captain Marryat, 
Ainsworth etc. These writers of the Continent possessed 
greater power and intellectual breath, literary acumen 
than their English counterparts had. There were some 
periods in literary history, when half of the annual 
output of fiction consisted of historical novels or 
historical romances. Most of them emulated the model of 
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Wagerley. Only a few followed the Shakespearean example by 
dramatizing great and famous episodes with historical 
personages as protagonists. 
The reason why the historical novel was accorded 
ready reception lies in the drastic alterations which took 
place in the attitudes of readers and writers alike. Tney 
had an intense desire for finding rightful place for 
fiction so that it could be branded as a serious exercise 
rather than a frivolous waste of time. Reviewers were also 
partly responsible for this welcoming gesture. They highly 
appreciated seriousness in a piece of literature and 
denounced trivialities. The historical novel was being 
commended for its instructiveness and whenever a 
historical novelist failed to give large amount of 
accurate information he was taken to task, thus clearly 
showing that it was the utilitarian bias rather than 
entertainment-orientation which was responsible for its 
ready reception. 
Thus, the practice of writing historical novels 
along the direction shown by Scott came into vogue. But 
his imitators lacked his rare gift of knowledge of the 
past. They made an effort in this field not because of its 
familiarity but because it was a fashion to do so. 
"Harrison Ainsworth prided himself on his historical and 
12 
topographical scholarship; Lytton put himself through a 
severe course of preparation before writing The Last Days 
of Pompeii ; Charles Reade's note books are as famous as 
Zola's". But greater novelists found themselves hampered 
when they tried to apply a sterner realistic method to the 
reconstruction of a remote age, as Flaubert in Salammbo 
and George Eliot in Romola. Now far reaching changes took 
place in the nature of the historical novel, it no longer 
remained a ground where fertile historical imagination 
could find free play as was the case with the Waverley 
novels v^ hich are a testimony to such a faculty. It became 
a romance of the conventional type where history served as 
a background. -^Jhile some of the novels claim that they 
successfully cater to the demands of instructiveness 
others claim that they reveal the inwardness of 
historical facts by presenting them in a new light. 
The contribution of English imitators of Scott can 
not be ignored. Among the prominent ones was G.P.R. James 
who \0TOte historical romances in a dignified but 
monotonous style. He is, in fact, lucid and studious 
enough to make every little point clear and nothing is 
left to the reader's imagination. His uniformly happy 
endings leave the readers unmoved by viccisitudes. 
6. E.A. Baker, The History of English Novel, Vol. VII (New 
York, Barnes & Noble, INC, 1960), pp. 77-78. 
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William Harrison Ainsworth is considered by some 
critics as English Dumas. He inducted sensationalism and 
an atmosphere of horror into the historical novel. "It was 
the Gothic or rather neoGothic mania that motivated him to 
write pseudo historical romance". 
Captain Marryat can be included among the 
historical novelists who followed Scott's tradition, but 
was more ardently a disciple of Smollet. His stories of 
British Navy were based on his first-hand knowledge 
acquired during the tenure of his service in French Wars. 
Bulwer Lytton experimented with a known variety of 
fiction. He is distinguished because he went somewhat 
against the general tendency that was carrying the English 
novels towards realism. He produced half-a-dozen 
historical novels which are rich in scholarship mental 
range, vitality and historical imagination. 
The foregoing paragraphs briefly sum up the 
background"account of the historical novel against which 
the two novels, one each by Dickens and Thackeray, are 
proposed to be examined. In the following chapters an 
attempt will be made to assess their contribution to the 
evolution of the historical novel, with special reference 
7. E.A. Baker, The History of English Novel , Vol. VII 
p.93. 
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to A Tale of Two Cities and Henry Esmond. The outstanding 
contribution of Scott was that he endowed this genre of 
novel with imagination. The expression of this historical-
imagination in these two novels, collection of information 
about the settings of these novels, and the authors' 
deviation from Scott are the main focus of the proposed 
study. It is conspicuous from the works of Scott that the 
chief purpose of his historical novel was to provide us 
refined entertainment as well as to popularise history in 
its more picaresque aspect; while the case was entirely 
different with Dickens and Thackeray v;ho VTare primarily 
concerned with the spirit of their age. Victorian 
literature was heavily characterised by moralizing 
tendency, embodying the purpose of social regeneration. 
These two novelists have a social commitment in their 
novels which has also been discussed during the analysis 
of the two fictional pieces selected for study. 
Chapter II 
A Tale of Two Cities 
Dickens^ basically a writer of social novels, could not 
resist the fascination of venturing on historical novels 
which were then in vogue. The two historical novels that 
he wrote -- Barnaby Rudge and A Tale of Two Cities, deal 
with Gordon Riots and French Revolution respectively. As 
the very title of the second novel implies, the two cities 
of London and Paris are the focus of discussion. 
Throughout the novel, the scene continues to shift from 
England to France and vice versa. Though the novel deals 
with the later part of the eighteenth century as it begins 
in the year 1775, Dickens throws light on the important 
events and persons of the period around 1757. Dr. Manette, 
a significant character of the novel, represents those 
helpless and honest forces which were the butt of feudal 
oppression. 
The first Book of the novel begins with the 
figurative description of the time. The novelist makes use 
of contrast to highlight the • uncertainty and 
contradictions of the period, the period preceding the 
French Revolution. He wrotes — "It was the best of times, 
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it was the worst of times, ... it was the epoch of belief, 
it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of 
Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of 
hope, it was the winter of despair". 
As the title of Book I, 'Recalled to Life', 
suggests, suspense starts building up from the beginning 
and the reader feels interested in the sane reflections 
the author makes on the situation of France and England. 
First of all, the author makes us familiar with the law 
and order situation of England, which was deplorable 
inspite of the tall claims of national progress made by 
political authorities. Criminal tendencies were so deeply 
entrenched in the society that the same people who 
resorted to anti-social activities during dark, used to 
pose themselves as gentlemen in the daytime and even 
courtrooms were not free from fear of thieves. Hence, 
torture and hanging of criminals was a common occurrence. 
In the next chapter of this book, the movement of 
the Dover mail towards Dover (a place near London), 
provides an opportunity for analyzing law and order 
situation. The novelist apprises us of the agonizing law 
1. Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities, ed. , G.F.Maine 
(New Delhi, Rupa & Co., 1990), p. 21. (All subsequent 
textual quotations are from this edition). 
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and order situation of London and the prevailing 
atmosphere of mutual distrust. The relationship between 
guards and passengers being far from cordial made 
journeying unsafe. Dickens presents the law and order 
situation symbolically : 
In those days, travellers were very shy of being 
confidential on a short notice, for anybody on the 
road might be a robber or in league with robbers. 
.... The Dover mail was in its usual genial 
position that the guard suspected the passengers, 
the passengers suspected one another and the guard, 
2 
they all suspected everybody else. 
When Jerry, a messenger, stops near the mail to deliver a 
message, all the passengers in the mail were terrified 
under the apprehension that he may be a highwayman. 
Suspense is engendered when Jerry delivers this message to 
Mr. Lorry: 'Recalled to Life' after being "buried alive 
3 
for eighteen years". This statement that Jarvis Lorry is 
on his way to dig someone out of a grave embodies within 
itself a lot of suspense. Then in the chapter, entitled 
'The Preparation', a mysterious lady comes on the scene. 
2. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 25. 
3. Ibid., p. 34. 
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She is excessively generous to Miss Manette and readily 
agrees to accompany her to France. Her utterance further 
enhances the suspense and gives us a hint of the impending 
catastrophe. She says. 
If it was ever intended that I should go across 
salt water, do you suppose Providence would have 
4 
cast my lot in an island? 
The chapter, 'The Wine-shop', with the shift to 
France, is very important in the sense that it gives us a 
glimpse of the social conditions of France and the 
impending event, i.e., the French Revolution. In this 
chapter wine itself is symbolic of blood which is likely 
to be shed in the near future. When accidentally wine is 
spilled, people around suspend their business, evincing an 
intense craving for the taste of wine. 
All the people within reach had suspended their 
business, or their idleness, to run to the spot and 
drink the wine .... Some men kneeled down, made 
scoops of their two hands joined, and sipped, or 
tried to help women, who bent over their shoulders, 
to sip, before the wine had all run out between 
their fingers. Others, men and women, dipped in the 
puddles with little mugs of mutilated earthenware, 
or even with handkerchiefs from women's heads, 
which were squeezed dry into infants' mouths. 
4. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 46. 
5. Ibid., p. 47. 
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The reaction of the people to the spilt wine and 
description of their dresses dexterously portray the 
prevailing conditions of acute poverty and misery before 
the French Revolution. 
The wine was red wine, and had stained the ground 
of the narrow street in the suburb of Saint 
Antoine, ... The Time was to come, when that wine 
too would be spilled on the street stones, ... And 
now that the cloud settled on Saint Antoine, which 
a momentary gleem had driven from his sacred 
countenance, the darkness of it was heavy-cold, 
dirt, sickness, ignorance, and want, were the lords 
in waiting on the saintly presence-nobles of great 
power all of them; but, most especially the last... 
It (Hunger) was prevalent everywhere. Hunger was 
pushed out of the tall houses, in the wretched 
clothing that hung upon poles and lines, ... Hunger 
was repeated in every fragment of the small modicum 
of firewood that the man sawed off, ... Hunger was 
the inscription on the baker's shelves, written in 
every small loaf of his scantly stock of bad 
bread; at the sausage-shop in every dead-dog 
preparation that was offered for sale. 
The conversation which takes place at the wine shop among 
the three customers and Mr. Defarge also performs the same 
function of highlighting the contemporary conditions of 
6. A Tale of Two Cities, pp. 48-49. 
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France. One of the customers exclaims in response to a 
query regarding the reaction of the people to the spilled 
wine. "It is not often, that many of these miserable 
beasts know the taste of wine, or of anything but black 
bread and death". 
The mystery of the phrase, 'Recalled to life', is 
solved at the end of the book in its last chapter. 
Dr Manette was kept in solitary confinement for eighteen 
years, for the offence of being loyal to his duty. He 
himself becomes the champion of the cause of those 
helpless creatures who were subjected to feudal 
oppression. The last chapter dramatically focusses the 
attention of the reader on the meeting between the doctor 
and his daughter which arouses deep pathos and at the same 
time unravels the mystery of the expression, "being 
buried alive for eighteen years". 
In the first Book of this novel Dickens has 
meticulously presented the prevailing conditions of 
extreme penury in France preceding the French Revolution. 
He also gives the Impression of presenting the contemporary 
conditions of England, especially of the later part of the 
7. A Tale of Two Cities, pp. 25-53. 
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eighteenth century, but, in fact, the conditions depicted 
in the novel are of mid-Victorian England. The author 
passes very subtle comments on the political authorities 
of the two countries — England and France, who inspite of 
such sorry state of affairs, continued to exercise their 
divine rights with highhandedness, without bothering about 
the welfare of the masses. 
While the Woodman and the Farmer worked unheeded, 
those two of the large jaws, and those other two of 
the plain and the fair faces, trod with stir 
enough, and carried their divine rights with a 
highhand. Thus did the year one thousand seven 
hundred and seventy-five conduct their Greatnesses, 
and myriads of small creatures — the creatures of 
this chronicle among the rest — along the roads 
o 
that lay before them. 
In the Second Book, we come back again to London 
after a gap of five years. In Book I, Dickens deliberates 
on the law and order situation of England and in the 
beginning of the Second Book, as a shrewd social critic, 
he.gives his subtle comments on the legal system which was 
beset with a number of lacunae and failed to dispense 
justice. 
8. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 23, 
22 
But the jail was a vile place, in which most kinds 
of debauchery and villainy were practised, and 
where dire diseases were bred, that came into court 
with the prisoners, and sometimes rushed straight 
from the dock at my Lord Chief Justice himself, and 
pulled him off the Bench. It had more than once 
happened, that- the judge in the black cap 
pronounced his own doom as certainly as the 
prisoner's and even died before him. 
Thus, the subtle emphasis on the rampant corruption and 
delay in dispensing justice is worth noting. The 
proverbial statement, justice delayed is justice denied 
characterises the social scenario of the time. The 
author's comment on the psyche of people who used to flock 
to courts to see the proceedings and the trial of a 
person, in the spirit of enjoying a spectable cannot go 
unnoticed. The sarcastic observation about the people 
gathered in Old Bailey to see court proceedings in the 
following lines is important to note. 
For people then paid to see the play at the Old 
Bailey, just as they paid to see the play at Bedlam 
only the former entertainment was much the 
dearer. 
9. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 81. 
10. Ibid., pp. 81-82. 
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The trial of Charles Darnay on the charge of 
treason and the passing of information about England 
perhaps refers to this historical fact that the 
contemporary relations between England and France were not 
cordial. Tension in atmosphere is reduced in Old Bailey by 
this comment of the author. 
The court was all bestrewn with herbs and sprinkled 
with vinegar, as a precaution against Jailair and 
11 Jail fever. 
The observation of the Attorney General on the functioning 
of judicial system is interesting : 
That for these reasons, the jury, being a loyal 
jury, and being a responsible jury, must positively 
find the prisoner Guilty, and make an end of hira, 
whether they liked it or not... in short, that 
there never more could be, for them or theirs, any 
laying of heads upon pillows at all, unless the 
prisoner's head was taken off.^2 
After the Attorney General's speech the reaction 
of the spectators — "a buzzarose in the court as if a 
cloud of great blue-flies were swarming about the 
prisoners, in anticipation of what he was soon to 
13 become' — is also noteworthy. The dramatic trial of 
11. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 84. 
12. Ibid., p. 88. 
13. Ibid., p. 88. 
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Charles Darnay, full of suspense finally comes to an end 
and he is eventually acquitted. 
The other two significant chapters, entitled 
'Monseigneur in Town' and 'Monseigneur in the Country', 
with their locale in France reveal the tyrannical nature 
of the degenerated aristocracy. The feudal lords were 
callous and brutal without any pricking of the conscience 
at the transgression of their privileges. They had 
complete disregard for poor man's life and aspirations. 
Dickens narrates the incidents in which a poor child was 
crushed under the wheel of the carriage of Monseigneur the 
Marquis, but he, instead of feeling any regret, takes it 
lightly and throws a gold coin as compensation for the 
poor child's life but the old father refuses to accept it. 
Then Marquis callously remarks: "I would ride over any of 
you very willingly, and exterminate you from the 
earth". For these people poor man was less significant 
than worms and insects. Their life can be exterminated at 
any moment at the slightest pretext. 'Monseigneur in the 
Country', on the other hand, contrastingly lays bare the 
prevailing conditions of penury and scarcity preceding the 
French Revolution. France was a broken country with a 
14. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 134. 
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shattered economy. The people were groaning under the 
burden of excessive taxation. Dickens invented various 
incidents to highlight the callousness of the feudal 
lords. These incidents were not factual but they have a 
semblance of reality. Dickens cites an incident where, 
when the carriage of Marquis was passing through a 
burial-ground J a woman presents a petition that she should 
be provided with some money in order to put a morsel of 
stone or wood with her husband's name over it. The poor 
woman heaves a pathetic cry of sorrow: "My husband died of 
want, so many die of want, so many will die of it". But 
the Marquis was not moved and did not pay any heed. He 
callously went ahead. The utterance of the poor woman 
makes us aware of the state of acute poverty of the 
masses. These two chapters are replete with melodramatic 
elements and apart from bringing out the oppressive rule 
of feudal lords, also expose their greed for luxuries. 
Monseigneur could swallow a great many things with 
ease, and was by some few sullen minds supposed to 
be rather rapidly swallowing France; but his 
morning's chocolate could not so much as get into 
the throat of Monseigneur, without the aid of four 
strong men besides the cook. 
15. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 126 
16. Ibid., p. 126. 
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Thus Dickens meticulously presents everything figuratively 
instead of describing it in a straight forward manner : 
Monseigneur had one truly noble idea of general 
public business, which was^to let everything go on 
in its own wayj ... Of his pleasures, general and 
particular, Monseigneur had the other truly noble 
17 idea, that the world Vi7as made for them. 
The chapter entitled, 'Knitting', reveals an 
important fact that spies were appointed to keep an eye on 
various places, clearly indicating that the higher 
authorities were apprehensive of the repercussions 
which their tyrannical rule may entail : 
A suspended interest and a prevalent absence of 
mind were perhaps observed by the spies who looked 
in at the wine-shop, as they looked in at every 
place, high and low, from the king's palace to the 
criminal's jail. 
Here a mender of roads narrates the story of a person who 
murdered the Marquis to avenge the killing of his son. He 
was dragged through the street like a beast by the 
soldiers and then imprisoned. Nobody came forward to take 
his case except Defarge who could dare present the 
petition of apology'. While the carriage of the King and 
17. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 127. 
18. Ibid. , pp. 190-91. 
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Queen was passing through the street, he, instead of 
receiving any attention, was given heavy blows. After 
listening to this harrowing tale, Madame and Mr. Defarge 
and others resolved to take revenge on the whole race of 
aristocrats. Madame Defarge is depicted to have knitted 
the names of those persons who would be the target of 
their revenge. She knits everything in her own symbols so 
that nobody could decipher it as it was dangerous to keep 
anything in writing. t'Jhile the oppression by the feudal 
lords was in full swing, some people were tacitly 
nurturing grudge against the system and thinking of 
subverting it. We also get a hint that Madame and 
Mr. Defarge are planning something surreptitiously. The 
next chapter, 'Still Knitting', manifests the 
surreptitious planning of Madame and Mr. Defarge and their 
impatience to correct the things which were moving in the 
wrong direction. France was in a sorry state. Business was 
in a deplorable plight and people vere becoming poorer. 
Madame Defarge does not lose hope and thinks that some 
drastic change is bound to take place. 
In the chapter, 'Echoing Footsteps', the novelist 
dwells on the married life of Lucie and Charles Darnay and 
at the same time deals with the apprehensions of the 
nobles of France who have started depositing money in 
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England's banks as they sensed sone calamity. On the one 
hand it seems that discontent was going to take concrete 
shapes in the near future and Madame and Mr. Defarge were 
ready to lead a revolutionary movement. On the other hand, 
some mysterious footsteps echo in the mind of Lucie (it is 
due to the catastrophe which is going to fall on the 
domestic happiness of the couple). Dickens writes : 
Headlong, mad , and dangerous footsteps to force 
their way into anybody's life, footsteps not easily 
made clean again if once stained red, the footsteps 
raging in Saint Antoine .afar off, as the little 
19 
circle sat in the dark London window. 
This is followed by a presentation of the leads to 
the whole course of the French Revolution and its 
aftermath. A varietyof sources have been exploited for the 
images used for this purpose. For example, the following 
water image describes the origin of the French Revolution: 
As a whirlpool of boiling vjaters has a centre 
point, so all this raging circled round Defarge's 
, 20 
wineshop. 
Thus, it seems that Defarge's wineshop was the centre of 
intrigue and Madame and Mr. Defarge were the moving 
spirits. Defarge cried : 
19. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 242. 
20. Ibid., pp. 242-43. 
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Patriots and Friends, we are ready! The Bastille!.. 
With a roar that sounded as if all the breath in 
France had been shaped into the detested word, the 
living sea rose, wave on wave, depth on depth, and 
overflowed the city to that point. Alarm-bells 
ringing, drumsbeating, the sea raging and 
21 thundering on its nev; beach, the attack began. 
The description is romantic and full of imaginative 
details. Dickens has shown the wineshop as the centre of 
the revolution, but in fact, it was Hotel Deville in 
France which was one of the leading centres of the 
revolution. Madame and Mr. Defarge are portrayed as 
leading the crowd but it is a historical fact that the 
disbanded French Guards were directing the advance and 
Millard was one of the prominent figures in the attack. 
The whole description of the French Revolution is full of 
melodramatic elements and gory details. The crowd moves 
to 'one hundred and five North Tower' in Bastille, from 
where Defarge collects the paper (the type of papers 
collected and the reason for it remain a mystery for a 
long period). Now they move towards the governor of 
Bastille. People were clamouring for his blood. They could 
manage to catch hold of him. Then he was murdered by 
Madame Defarge. Dickens writes : 
21. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 243. 
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She stood immovable close to the grim old officer, 
and remained immovable close to him; remained 
immovable close to him through the streets, as 
Defarge and the rest bore him along; ... remained 
immovable close to him when the long gathering rain 
of stabs and blows fell heavy; was so close to him 
when he dropped dead under it, that, suddenly 
animated, she put her foot upon his neck, and with 
her cruel knife — long ready -- hewed off his 
head.^^ 
Without mentioning the name of the governor of Bastille, 
the author's description of his nurder arouses the 
sentiments of borrow and disgust. The effect is further 
highlighted : 
Saint Antoine's blood was up, and the blood of 
tyranny and domination by the iron hand was down --
down on the steps of the Hotel de Ville where the 
governor's body lay-dot^ m on the sole of the shoe of 
Madame Defarge where she had trodden on the body to 
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study it for mutilation. 
From the very beginning, Dickens takes an unfavourable 
view of the French Revolution. With the help of the sea 
images he brings the idea home to us : 
The sea of black and threatening waters, and of 
destructive upheavings of wave against wave, whose 
22. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 247. 
23. Ibid. , p. 248. 
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depths were yet unfathomed and whose forces were 
yet unknown. The remorseless sea of turbulently 
sv7aying shapes, voices of vengeance, and faces 
hardened in the furnaces of suffering until the 
touch of pity could make no mark on them. 
Dickens further comments on the frenzy of the mob and the 
irrationality of their behaviour : 
The loudly-echoing footsteps of Saint Antoine 
escort through the Paris streets in raid-July, one 
thousand seven hundred and eighty nine. Now, Heaven 
defeat the fancy of Lucie Darnay, and keep these 
feet far out of her life? For they are headlong, 
mad, and dangerous; and in the years so long after 
the breaking of the Cask at Defarge's wine-shop 
door, they are not easily purified when once 
25 
stained red. 
Foulon is the only historical character which finds place 
in Dickens.'s narrative. When people came to know that 
Foulon was alive, they were mad with the fire of 
vengeance and started hankering for the blood of Foloun 
because it was he who asked the faaished people to eat 
grass. The following lines describe not only people's 
disgust and rage but also their penury : 
The men were terrible, in the blood-minded anger 
with which they looked from windows, caught up what 
arms they had, and came pouring down into the 
streets; but the women were a sight to chill the 
24. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 248. 
25. Ibid., pp. 248-49. 
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boldest. From such household occupations as their 
bare poverty yielded, from their children, from 
their aged and their sick crouching on the 
bareground famished and naked, they ran out with 
streaming hair, urging one another, and themselves, 
to madness with the wildest cries and actions... 
Give us the blood of Foulon, Give us the head of 
Foulon, Give us the body and soul of Foulon. 
Murder of Foulon has been dramatically presented. The way 
he was dragged through streets creates a sense of hor.row : 
Down, and up, and head foremost on the steps of the 
building; now, on his knees; now, on his feet; now, 
on his back; dragged and struck at, and stifled by 
the bunches of grass and straw that were thrust 
into his face by hundreds of hands; torn, bruised, 
panting, bleeding;... Once, he went aloft, and the 
rope broke, and they caught him, shrieking; twice, 
he went aloft,... the rope was merciful and held 
him, and his head V7as soon upon a pike, with grass 
enough in the mouth for all Saint Antoine to dance 
27 
at the sight of. 
Dickens again and again stresses the poverty of the 
masses, not directly but suggestively : 
The miserable baker's shope was beset by long files 
of them, patiently waiting to buy bad bread;... 
Saint Antoine slept, the Defarges slept; even The 
28 
vengeance slept with her starved grocer. 
26. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 251. 
27. Ibid. , p. 253. 
28. Ibid., p. 25A. 
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The French Revolution is a historical fact and 
Dickens has inducted a number of imaginative elements: the 
burning of the chateau of the Marquis and emigration of 
nobles from France are historically true, but the author 
has adorned it with numerous imaginative details. The last 
portion of this book deals v?ith the relationship between 
England and France. The fall of Bastille resulted in a 
massive emigration of the nobles as their property was 
being confiscated and they were being harrased in various 
ways. The nobles started depositing their money in the 
banks of London. Thus London is treated as a place of 
solace for the tormented souls whether they are tormented 
by feudal whims or are afflicted with oddities of the mob. 
As far as the reasons for the occurrence of the French 
Revolution are concerned, Dickens shows a very limited 
view of History. He presents poverty and feudal oppression 
as the chief factors responsible for the event. He has 
completely slighted the intellectual aspect of the French 
Revolution. For example, the ideas of Voltaire and 
Rousseau have not been shown to have played any role, 
though they were the potent force in initiating the 
revolution. Dickens neither makes any reference to 
Parliament, nor does he talk about the confrontation 
between the three divisions of the society — clergy, 
nobility and commoners. Undoubtedly poverty was 
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responsible for engendering discontent but it was not the 
sole factor. No indication has been given about the 
reaction of the King. Except Foulon, none of the 
historical personalities find any reference. All the 
characters mentioned are fictitious. In the novel, 
soldiers are shown sympathetic to the masses at the tine 
of the burning of the chateau. l-Then the officer tried to 
seek their help they refused to give orders and said 'It 
must burn'. But, in reality, soldiers had been sympathetic 
to the masses from the very beginning to the time of the 
storming of Bastille. 
o 
Dramatic elements and suspense have never been 
missing from the simple but vigorous narration of the 
historical facts. Images of sea, waves and sun recur and 
this recurrence of images enhances the effect. These 
particular phrases —'the sun goes down', 'the sun going 
to bed' symbolizing closing of day, continue to recur 
throughout this book. The author is not much interested in 
psychological details but in order to emphasize the 
working of the inner state of his characters, he instead 
of analyzing their thought process, concentrates on their 
outward action to emphasize that something psychologically 
important was going on in the recesses of the minds of his 
characters. In the case of Dr. Manette, for example. 
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whenever he is disturbed, he is shown to resort to making 
shoes (the work he did while in solitary confinenent) . 
Madame Defarge's knitting also implies that something 
very significant was flashing across her mind. Thus the 
deficiency of psychological analysis has been made up by 
the novelist's concentration on the outward details. 
At the opening of Book III, in the year, 1792, 
Darnay is on his way to France and with him, the story 
also moves to France. It provides the author an 
opportunity to evaluate skillfully the contemporary 
conditions of France. He writes : 
Every town gate and village taxinghouse had its 
band of citizen - Patriots, with their national 
muskets in a most explosive state of readiness, who 
stopped all comers and goers, cross questioned 
them. 
Darnay was also stopped a number of times and then, he 
came to know that he was a cursed emigrant as a decree was 
passed on the day he left London, banishing all emigrant 
nobles and condemning all who returned. Thus, fron the 
very beginning suspense starts deepening and we wait 
anxiously to know, what is in store for Charles Darnay. 
Darnay is sent to the prison of Laforce. The description 
of prison arouses a feeling of ghastliness•and terror : 
29. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 277. 
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Charles Darnay seemed to stand in a company of the 
dead. Ghost all! The ghost of beauty, the ghost of 
stateliness, the ghost of elegance, the ghost of 
. , 30 pride. 
Noblemen were fleeing from France and their property was 
being confiscated. A search party consisting of Dr.Manette 
and Lucie coaes to France in order to trace Darnay. They 
take refuge at Tellson's bank but the crowd surround their 
house. 
As these ruffians turned and turned their matted 
locks now flung forward over their eyes, now flung 
backward over their necks, some women held wine to 
their mouths that they might drink;... men in all 
sorts of rags,.... men devilishly set with spoils 
of wonen's lace and silk ribbon, with their stain 
31 dyeing those trifles through and through. 
This description engenders not only a feeling of 
revulsion, in our mind but also reveals the mad frenzy of 
the masses who were hankering for the blood of those 
sympathetic to the cause of Monarchy. Dr. Manette could 
reach Laforce, the prison where Charles Darnay was 
imprisoned. The author's observations about self appointed 
tribunal which was trying prisoners are interesting to 
note: "Of whom sor.e members were asleep and some awake, 
30. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 287. 
31. Ibid., pp. 293-94. 
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some dirty with murder and some clean, some sober and some 
"in 
not — for his life and liberty". Thus Dickens comments 
in a very subtle manner on the legal system which came 
into force after the French Revolution. In the trial, the 
prisoners, guilty of crimes against the French Republic, 
were simply performing their work mechanically without 
realizing the gravity of the situation. The novelist is 
equally conscious about the apathy of the tribunal and the 
savagery of the mob. He writes about La Guillotine : "It 
sheared off heads so many, that is, and the ground it most 
33 polluted, v;ere a rotten red". Somehow, Dr. Manette 
succeeds in getting Charles Darnay free and a large number 
of people were being sacrificed in the name of the 
Republic, but people's thirst for blood could not be 
quenched. Dickens portrays this mood vividly : 
All the air around was so thick and dark, the 
people were so passionately revengeful and fitful, 
the innocent were so constantly put to death on 
vague suspicion and black malice. 
The re-arrest of Charles Darnay builds up suspense 
again. Here the novelist contrasts the personal life of 
32. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 302. 
33. Ibid., p. 306. 
34. Ibid., p. 321. 
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his characters so full of struggle and turbulance in 
France and blissful in London. Dickens avails himself of 
the opportunity to utilize the conversation between Sydney 
Carton and a citizen of France to underline the brutality 
of guillotine : 
You mean the guillotine.Not ill. Sixty three today. 
We shall mount to a hundred soon. Samson and his 
men complain sometines of being exhausted. Ha, Ha, 
Ha-35 
Charles Darnay was brought before the tribunal for the 
second time. Dickens does not miss this opportunity to 
criticize the legal system and says : 
Before that unjust tribunal, there was little or no 
order of procedure, insuring to any accused person 
any reasonable hearing. There could have been no 
such Revolution, if all laws, forms, and ceremonies 
had not first been so monstrously abused, that the 
suicidal vengeance of the Revolution was to scatter 
36 them all to the winds. 
In the chapter, 'Game Made', Charles Darnay was 
brought before the jury and the names of the persons who 
had denounced him were announced. Suspense and dramatic 
elements are further deepened by the paper brought by 
35. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 346. 
36. Ibid., p. 350. 
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Madame Defarge (containing the story of Dr. Manette) and 
inserted into the walls of the cell where Dr. Manette 
remained imprisoned for eighteen years. While the paper is 
read, the reader is bound to hold his breath in suspense. 
Suspense reaches its zenith from chapter XII onwards, and 
continues till the end. Charles Darnay is condemned to 
death and Dr. Nanette's plans to save him from clutches of 
death are foiled, when only two or three hours are left 
for his execution. Sydney Carton (out of his love for 
Lucie) takes a drastic step. He enters into the prison; 
manages to substitute himself in the place of Darnay who 
is smuggled out of the country. Thus Carton embraces death 
willingly. This book also abounds in dramatic elements: 
the scene in which an encounter between Madame Defarge and 
Miss Pross takes place is highly dramatic. This book is 
replete with scenes, showing the backlash of the French 
Revolution. Dickens does not give a detailed picture of 
what was happening in Parliament, he nakes a casual 
reference to the fall of monarchy : 
The king was tried, doomed and beheaded; the 
Republic of liberty, equality, and fraternity, or 
death, declared for victory or death against the 
world in arms. 
37. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 305. 
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Dickens's moral vision colours all his novels and A 
Tale of Two Cities is no exception. Words of Jesus Christ, 
which were engraved at his (Sydney Carton's) father's 
graveside reverberates in his mind, before he is put to 
death : 
I am the Resurrection and the Life, saith the Lord; 
he that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet 
shall he live: and whosoever liveth and believeth 
in me, shall never die.^° 
Sydney Carton visualizes a brighter future for mankind as 
he exclaims: "I see the evil of this time and of the 
previous time of which this is the natural birth, 
39 gradually making expiation for itself and wearing out". 
These words, in fact, express the intense wish of Dickens 
that this era of blood and terror should come to an end and 
it should be replaced by a period of peace and serenity. 
Sydney Carton's self sacrifice triumphs and the ruling 
passion of revenge of Madame Defarge is defeated. 
A careful perusal of this novel underlines the fact 
that the life presented in this novel is not panoramic. 
Dr. Manette, Lucie, Charles Darnay and Sydney Carton 
belong to the middle echelon of society. Though they 
reflect the middle class values of self-sacrifice, 
38. A Tale of Two Cities, p. 413. 
39. Ibid. , p. 413. 
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integrity, honesty etc., they do not provide detailed 
information about the oppressive rule of the feudal lords; 
their tendency for oppression is on the other hand 
suggested by various episodes. The same technique is 
adopted in highlighting the poverty of the masses. Thus 
what emerges after going through the novel is a partial 
picture of the society. 
The French Revolution is the main historical event 
delineated in the novel. The novelist has taken an 
insular view of the French Revolution. He was deeply 
swayed by Carlyle and his appraisal of the French 
Revolution is far from being objective. He views the 
revolution with hatred and disgust and does not record a 
single event in which it might be shown as beneficial, 
constructive and tragic. Dickens considers it as the 
outcome of intolerable oppression and rampant corruption, 
without any allusion to the actual course of events and 
with complete disregard for the intellectual factors. The 
rein of terror let loose after the French Revolution 
serves as a warning against the result of the abuse of 
authority. This novel unequivocally presents revolution as 
the inevitable consequence of unjust social systen but 
Dickens's presentation of mob frenzy clearly implies that 
he v;as not in favour of revolutionary means to eliminate 
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an unjust social system, as the revolution fails to 
mitigate the sufferings of the masses. In its broad 
outline, the novel concerns itself with the psychology of 
revolution. In the mob scene, Dickens not only imitates 
Carlyle but rather adulates him by taking a subjective 
view of mob behaviour and exhibiting sympathy for the 
masses which after the revolution shifts towards the 
nobles who become the target of mob frenzy. 
Though the novel belongs to the last quarter of the 
eighteenth century, the author gives che impression that 
he is delineating the contemporary society. But, in fact, 
the scenes and situations portrayed are of mid-Victorian 
England rather than of the writer's own time. Its various 
institutions and incidents are symbolic and carry deeper 
ramifications, Tellson's bank symbolises Victorian society. 
As the prosperity of Victorian society was a facade 
because numerous inimical forces were operating to eat up 
the very vitals of the society. So is the case of 
Tellson's bank; its prosperity was deceptive and numerous 
pernicious forces with far reaching ramifications were 
operative beneath its outward prosperity. 
As in the case of other novels, here also Dickens 
acts as a social critic and makes a scathing criticism 
of the legal system. He has passed a very subtle comment 
on the capability of the judges who used to perform their 
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duty in a leisurely fashion without realizing the gravity 
of the situation. Even the spectators do not escape the 
scrutiny of his pen. He quips at the tendency of the 
spectators who considered a trial only a spectacle to be 
enjoyed. While in case of England, the author only 
analyses law and order situation and the legal system of 
London, in the case of French society, he analyses its 
various dimensions and its legal system and highlights its 
poverty, feudal oppression and helplessness of the masses. 
Most of Dickens's novels abound in humour but here 
there is little humour and the emphasis is more on 
situations and incidents. The novel is full of ghosts and 
ghostliness with recurring grave and prison images. This 
novel is replete with various graphic symbols: The 
blood-red wine outside shops, the blue flies searching 
for carrion in the old Bailey, the spectre-white dust 
covering the figure hidden under the coach, the dark storm 
gathering over Dr. Manette's house which was to burst over 
Paris. They all impart intensity to the scenes. 
It is purely the moral aspect of the characters 
which predominates. For example. Dr. Manette was motivated 
by the spirit of loyalty when he showed sympathy to the 
poor woman even at the risk of his life and remained 
imprisoned for eighteen years because he resisted feudal 
A4 
oppression. Charles Darnay also put his life in peril in 
order to rescue an old retainer. Sydney Carton intended to 
marry Lucie but his desire remains unfulfilled as Lucie 
got married to Charles Darnay. But in order to save the 
life of Lucie's husband, he sacrificed himself, and thus 
presented the examples of supreme sacrifice." The 
characters are moved by various values and emotions, not 
by social forces operating in the system. Thus, the author 
did not show the bearing of the French Revolution on the 
personal life of his characters. The historical events are 
not shown as influencing the destiny of characters: they, 
however, supply a romantic background. He uses the French 
Revolution for the expression of his views and 
simultaneously for revealing the moral qualities of the 
characters. Social forces do not determine the fate of 
Dr. Manette and his daughter nor of Darnay. Dr. Manette 
experiences numerous hardships for honestly discharging 
his duty. Lucie suffers because she marries a person who 
happens to be born accidentally in an aristocratic fanily, 
though he is devoid of aristocratic whims and willingly 
renounces his title. It is only the fate of Sydney Carton, 
V)7hich is influenced by social forces unleashed by the 
French -Revolution. He substitutes himself for Darnay in 
wooing death on account of mob frenzy. The v;hole 
discussion can succinctly be sumned up thus : though the range 
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of life delineated in the novel is not wide, but the 
authors description of the origin and afternath of the 
French Revolution are full of imaginative details and he 
is completely capable of sustaining the interest of 
readers. 
Chapter III 
The History of Henry Esmond 
Henry Esmond is a historical novel with a historical 
setting, which is quite often unsuitable for realistic 
treatment, because a realist aims at presenting his 
subject matter drawn from the contemporary society. The 
conglomeration of strange costumes and manners, vjhich 
constitute the historical setting, because of their 
quaintness and picturesqueness proves inimical to a 
realistic treatment of the subject matter. In Henry Esmond 
Thackeray has undertaken the stupendous task of 
delineating the eighteenth century society in a realistic 
manner. But certain portions in the novel exhibit a 
romantic treatment of the subject matter > e.g. the 
elevation of Esmond's character to an epitome of self-
sacrifice and generosity. Likewise there is a romantic 
tinge in the narration of the death of the old Lord 
Castlewood and in the delineation of the character of 
young Frank Esmond. In Esmond Thackeray, undoubtedly felt 
the influence of Scott more profoundly than he did in his 
other novels. Hov;ever, he handled his historical material 
in a way different from that of Scott inasmuch as in 
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this novel he depicts his age with minuteness and fidelity 
in style, tone as well as substance. Thackeray's success 
in this respect remains unsurpassed by his contemporaries. 
In Henry Esmond an attempt has been made to rebuild 
the past in words and on the level of feelings as well. 
The scene is laid in the England of Queen Anne and 
Thackeray has tried to put his knowledge of history to the 
optimum use. But it is the novelist in Thackeray which 
dominates the scene rather than the historian. Thackeray 
has endeavoured to capture the cadence of the eighteenth 
century by imparting a veil of solemnity to the whole 
subject matter. In fact, his outstanding achievement is 
the induction of realistic elements into the historical 
romance. The heroes of romance generally do not live in a 
real world, they are the creations of the past who make 
love in an artificial surrounding. But Thackeray's best 
characters are real men and women, though they belong to 
the past. As W.L. Cross remarlcs "There are in 'Esmond' no 
wandering by the way into architecture, antiquities, 
sunrise, sunsets, fair prospects and 'dearly loved 
readers' . The men and women of the eighteenth century 
appear in his pages in their habits as they lived, whether 
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the characters be historical as Steele, Addison, 
Malborough and VJolfe; or whether they be purely fictitious 
as Esmond, Beatrix and the Castlewood". 
The novel opens v;ith a reference to the family of 
Esmond with its historical roots and background. The novel 
is cast in the autobiographical mode of narration. The 
record of information about the activities of Henry Esmond 
covering the period from 1685 to 1714 simultaneously 
becomes a document on the contemporary society in all its 
aspects — political ,social and religious. But the picture 
of society which emerges after going through the novel is 
not comprehensive. Thackeray only concentrates on the 
higher echelon of society jand the lower and middle rungs 
of society have been left untouched. In this novel, 
historical figures do not play an important role. The 
whole novel revolves around the life of the Henry Esmond. 
The events of the story generally conform to a definite 
chronological scheme, but many incidental statements are 
inconsistent with it. 
The novel is divided into three books. The first 
book deals with the early youth of Henry Esmond till his 
1. W.L. Cross, The Development of the English Novel (New 
York, The Macmillan Company, 1928) ,p. 147. 
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leaving Trinity College in Cambridge. Various incidents of 
his life underlining his personal agony contribute to the 
building up of melancholic atmosphere from the very 
inception. Besides, the information about the facts of 
history has been conveyed in a simple and lucid style of 
v;riting instead of merely suggesting it. While treating 
history, Thackeray says that King James was flying. But he 
neither puts forward the reason for it nor does he traces 
the course of events which follow his departure. "A 
Kingdom was changing hands whilst my lord and lady were 
2 
away. King James was flying, the Dutchmen were coming". 
Then after a fev; pages, the novelist v;rites, "The Prince 
3 
of Orange was then at Salisbury...." which simply 
suggests the coming of the Prince of Orange. The search 
made at the house of Castlewood indirectly apprises us of 
the harassment of those who were sympathetic to the cause 
of King James. The description of the arrival of the 
troops and the search at Castlewood is realistic and full 
of humour. We are made familiar with the contempt)rary 
political situation by illustration of Lord Castlewood's 
family episode. The whole family of Lord Castlewood 
vacated the house for the time being, for fear of 
persecution they could be subjected to for their sympathy 
2. W.M. Thanckaray, The History of Henry Esmond, eds., 
T.S.SNa^  and William SNOW (Oxford: At the University 
Press), p.45. 
(All subsequent textual quotations are from this edition). 
3. Ibid., p.49. 
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for the cause of King James. After the exile from 
Castlewood for six months on their return, they were in 
profound despair because of the bleak hope of restoration 
of King James and the fear of reprisal but still their 
loyalty was unflinching. The false loyalty of aristocracy 
has been made evident by putting these words into the 
mouth of Lady Castlewood : 
The blood of the Esmonds v;ill alv^ ays flov; freely 
for their Kings. We are not like the Churchills --
the Judases, who kiss their master and betray hira. 
We know how to suffer, how even to forgive in the 
royal cause ... 'Let the tyrant of Orange bring his 
rack and his odious Dutch tortures — the beasts! 
the wretch! I spit upon hira and defy him. 
Cheerfully will I lay this head upon the block; 
cheerfully will I accompany my Lord to the 
Scaffold; we will cry, "God save King James" with 
our dying breath, and smile in the face of the 
executioner". 
It establishes the loyalty of the Jacobites and the 
intrigues against King William. The introduction of the 
character of Father Holt here serves a definite purpose. 
Father Holt, the epitome of the loyalty to the cause of 
the exiled King visited the house of Lord Castlewood 
frequently during this period of intense turbulence and 
4. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 51. 
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the house became the centre of intense activities. The way 
things were going on, was beyond the comprehension of 
Henry Esmond, the hero of the novel. Lord Castlewood's 
loyalty to the exiled King being well known, an eye was 
being kept on the visitors. Inspite of all these 
precautions, intrigues were being carried out 
surreptitiously and Father Holt himself masterminded this 
conspiracy. Hence, orders were issued for the search of 
the house. The novelist's dexterous narration of the 
episode of search is aimed to show the whims of 
aristocracy, especially of ladies. They were in the habit 
of frittering away their time on such trivial activities as 
grooning themselves. Even the moments of crisis were noi: 
potent enough to dissuade them from their routine. For 
example when everybody in the Castlewood was getting 
ready to go away from that place as their house was likely 
to be stormed by a search party, Lady Castlewood spent as 
much time on grooming herself as she used to do usually : 
But the mysteries of her ladyship's toilet were as 
awfully long on this day as on any other, and, long 
after the coach was ready, my lady was still 
attiring herself. 
5. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 56. 
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The lady unable to leave the place, pretended illness on 
the arrival of the search party but even in her illness, 
her face was painted: "looking none the less ghastly 
because of the red which was still on her cheeks". These 
lines evoke a satiric laughter at the whims of 
aristocracy. The search party could find nothing 
worthwhile, except the list of gentlemen involved in the 
conspiracy against VJilliam of Orange. Some of the names 
found in the list given by Thackeray are not correct. The 
induction of the names of Mr. Coplestone is an error as 
his name is not in conformity with the records of trial 
for conspiracy. The name of Sir John Fenwick was, in fact, 
associated with conspiracy of 1695-96, for which he vjas 
executed. The mention of his name here, in 1690, is a 
chronological error. 
Book I exhibits the whims and fashions of the 
aristocratic class, the religious conditions of the time 
and the conflict between the Protestants and the 
Catholics. The mob attack on Lord and Lady Castlewood 
substantiates the existing cleavage between the Catholics 
and the Protestants. The conversation between Dick and 
Henry reveals the fact that the people were divided into 
two camps of Protestant and Catholic loyalists. Not only 
6. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 58. 
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this, but also the contemporary social conditions of 
women, their subordinate status and prejudices against 
them are reflected In the utterances of characters like 
Lord Castlewood: 
Beware of all women as cheats, jades, jilts,... 
Indeed,'t was the fashion of the day as I must own; 
and there's not a writer of my ti:ne of any note, 
with the exception of poor Dick Steele, that does 
not speak of a woman as of a slave, and scorn and 
use her as such. 
Thackeray points out the helplessness of women thus : 
The world is quite relentless about bidding her to 
keep a cheerful face; and our vromen, like the 
Malabar wives, are forced to go smiling and painted 
Q 
to sacrifice themselves with their husbands. 
The novelist mainly deals with historical events of 
the escape of King James and the accession of VJilliam of 
Orange to the throne and the conspiracy to overthrow 
William of Orange. The circumstances leading to the 
downfall of King James and arrival of William of Orange 
have not been discussed. The impact of the arrival of 
William of Orange on social conditions and the followers 
of King James has not been touched. Only towards the close 
7. The History of Henry Esmond, pp. 116-17. 
8. Ibid. , p. 119. 
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of this book we come to know that a conspiracy by Sir John 
Fenwick, Colonel Lowick and others was hatched to 
overthrow William of Orange but it proved abortive. 
In Book II, the novelist describes the military 
life of Esmond and a number of battles between England and 
France. Simultaneously he avails himself of the 
opportunity to make sane reflections about war and human 
nature. In the third chapter, we are apprised of the fact 
that William of Orange has expired. "When that accident 
befell king William which ended the life of the greatest, 
the wisest, the bravest and most Clement sovereign whom 
9 
England ever knew". The news of his death sends a wave of 
jubilation in the camp of the followers of King James at 
London. Dowager of Chelsea whose house started humming with 
the activities of the King's men was herself an ardent 
supporter of the king. A number of ecclesiasts visited her 
house in disguise and enthusiastically conveyed the 
information about the preparations of France to make an 
attack on England inorder to restore the exiled King. Some 
of the visitors even used to narrate stories about the 
divine power of King Ja-es to ward off evil and cure 
diseases. This shows the superstitious nature of the 
9. The History of Henry Es:iond, p. 1S8. 
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people and false loyalty of the aristocrats. Through their 
irrationality, the people could see in Stuart Kings, the 
noble qualities which they were devoid of. Thackeray here 
makes a realistic appraisal of the Stuart King : 
'Tis a v7onder to anyone who looks back at the 
history of the Stuart family to think how they 
kicked their crowns away from them; how they flung 
chances after chances; what treasures of loyalty 
they dissipated, and how fatally, they were bent on 
consummating their own ruin. If ever nen had 
fidelity, 'twas they; if ever men squandered 
opportunity, twas they; and, of all the enemies 
they had, they themselves were the most fatsl. 
Conditions after the exit of James II are described 
in a straightforward manner. We come to know that King 
James has been away but intrigues are being carried on by 
his son, James the Third : 
' J 
After King James's death, the queen and her people 
at St. Germains — Priest and women for the most 
part — continued their intrigues in behalf of the 
11 young prince, James the Third. 
The succession of Princess Anne was hailed by people, 
"l-Jhen the Princess Anne succeeded, the wearied nation was 
12 glad enough to cry a truce from all these vars". 
10. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 190. 
11. Ibid., p. 193. 
12. Ibid., p. 190. 
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Thackeray makes a realistic assessment of characters of 
King James, William of Orange and Queen Anne. His 
appraisal is realistic and devoid of exaggeration. This is 
also historically true that the Queen received ovation and 
approbation from the Tories and Whigs alike and this 
averred to by the novelist also. 
After describing the change of the political 
scenario in a straightforward manner, the author appraises 
us that the war has broken out between England and France. 
The vivid description of Vigo Bay expedition is replete 
with realistic and precise details and gives the 
impression of the author's own first hand experiences. He 
proceeds very systematically mentioning the date, number 
of troops and the names of places which they crossed. Vigo 
Bay expedition took place in the month of July as 
mentioned by the novelist but it started on 12th of July 
and not on 1st of July as mentioned by Thackeray. First of 
all English commanders tried to persuade Spanish 
authorities not to take side with France, but when they 
failed in their mission, they directed their endeavour to 
capture Cadiz and after their initial failure, their 
revenge wrecked on Port St. Mary's. The realistic 
description of the destruction at^ St'Mary's manifests 
Thackeray's disgust with war and its concomitant evil : 
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Our people seized upon Port St. Mary's and sacked 
it, burning down the merchants' storehouses, 
getting drunk with the famous wines there, 
pillaging and robbing quiet houses and convents, 
murdering and doing worse. 
This historical event has been mixed up with personal 
history as it has been shown to have a bearing on the 
personality of Esmond and it leads to the mitigation of 
agony of Esmond instilling in him a sense of confidence. 
After portraying the personal life of Esmond in a 
few pages, the novelist moves on to describe the facous 
battle of Blenheim with authentic details and even the 
names of the various real persons such as Lumley, Elector 
of Bavaria, General Churchill, who were genuine historical 
figures and were associated with this battle in one way or 
the other, are mentioned. In the be3innin3 the combined forces of the 
English and the Dutch were likely to be defeated, but 
things took a different turn and they could overpower the 
enemy and emerged victorious; then they played havoc with 
enemy's territory. Thackeray expresses his repulsion over 
the savagery of the victorious nation. 
13. The History of Henrv Esmond, p. 201. 
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Our troops entering the enemy's territory, and 
putting all around them to fire and Swords; 
burning farms, wasted fields, shrieking women, 
slaughtered sons and fathers, and drunken soldiery, 
cursing and carousing in the midst of tears, 
terror, and murder. Why does the stately Muse of 
History, that delights in describing the valour of 
heroes and the grandeur of conquest, leave out 
these scenes, so brutal, mean, and degrading, that 
yet form by far the greater part of the drama of 
After a few pages, we again get a description of 
the battles of 1706, 1707, where the personal details of 
the life of Henry Esmond are interpersed. The description 
of the battle of 1706 is conspicuous for its meticulous 
details : 
Their lines extending three miles or more, over the 
high ground behind the little Gheet river, and 
having on his left the little village of Anderkirk 
or Autre eglise, and on his right Ramillies. 
Thackeray took an unfavourable view of war, which ran 
counter to the prevailing attitude. Expressing his views 
he writes : 
14. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 235. 
15. Ibid., p. 261. 
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At first it was a retreat orderly enough; but 
presently the retreat became a rout, and a 
frightful slaughter of the French ensued on his 
panic; so that an army of sixty thousand men was 
utterly crushed and destroyed in the course of a 
couple of hours. 
Thus, the novelist could make a realistic appraisal of 
ravage caused by war. Inspite of his being English, 
Thackeray does not rejoice at the victory of the English 
and destruction of the French. Through these battles, 
Thackeray not only gives us a glimpse of the contenporary 
political situation, especially the hostility between 
England and France, but also reveals the character of the 
various personalities like Webb, Marlborough, etc. He also 
satirizes the military officers' craze to see their names 
registered into the Gazettes. 
Thackeray performs the function of a social critic 
in a typical Victorian fashion and castigates the rampant 
corruption in prison life. The prison authorities also 
adopted a double standard for the rich and the poor in-
raatas. Prisoners could have access to a host of luxuries 
if they paid handsomely: "Except Fresh air, the prisoners 
had, upon payment, most things they could desire". 
16. The History of Henry Esmond, p.263 
17. Ibid., p. 174. 
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Henry Esmond had to live in prison for being implicated in 
a duel but he could spend his time comfortably as he paid 
handsomely to prison authorities. 
Thackeray is remarkable for his satire but the 
cardinal characteristic of his satire is that it is never 
bitter. The capriciousness of the aristocratic section 
comes to light in the duel between Mohun and Esmond. We 
are also apprised of the obsession of some of the people 
in marrying high blood families. Thackeray also satirises 
the working of the official machinery by presenting before 
us an example wherein false statement in the Gazette had 
been written by Marlborough's secretary and accordingly 
the whole credit went to Cadogan for Wynendael victory, 
though he was not even present at the battlefield and 
actually Mr. Webb was responsible for the victory. 
Book III is significant for a historical point of 
view of the events, such as the efforts and the foiling of 
efforts to restore the exiled Prince to the throne. 
Thackeray uses historical events to throw a light on the 
character of the Prince and the other personalities and 
presents a beautiful blending of historical events and 
personal life of Esmond while recording the supreme 
sacrifice of Esmond. He also gives us a glimpse of the 
contemporary religious conditions and the conflict between 
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the Protestants and the Catholics. Father Holt stressed 
this division and could succeed in winning Esmond to the 
Roman Catholic fold. 
The opening chapter of this book, focusses 
attention on the personal life of Esmond, his valour and 
military campaigns not for his country's sake but for his 
own elevation in the eyes of arrogant Beatrix. His 
attempts were in vain as she could not get rid of the 
temptation of getting married into a socially prominent 
family. Lady Castlewood came to know about the sacrifice 
Esmond was making by not claiming the title he is legally 
entitled to. 
A little later, in this part of the novel, the 
author depicts the contemporary political situation. 
People preferred to interact with their own ideological 
groups as the people claiming loyalty to Tory were the 
frequent visitors at Chelsea's house. The broad 
categorization of characters into Whigs and Tories 
correspond to the two political groups of English society. 
The novelist unequivocally apprises us with this fact by 
writing the case of Henry Esmond who was intimate only 
with the believers of his ideology. Addison and Steel, 
were an exception who alienated themselves from Esmond 
when he publicly declared himself committed to the Tory-
wing : 
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Mr. Esmond saw many, but at public places chiefly; 
never having a great intimacy with any of them, 
except with honest Dick Steele and Mr. Addison, who 
parted company with Esmond, however, when that 
gentleman because a declared Tory, and lived on 
close terms with the leading persons of that 
party.^^ 
Thackeray had a perfect grip over the situation and 
in only a few lines he could sum up the whole political 
situation in an effective style : 
The Nation was as eager for peace, as ever it had 
been hot for war. ...But the Nation was tired of 
19 the struggle, so completely wearied of it. 
The novelist traverses the entire ganut of 
contemporary political scene in a very lucid style and 
conveys the historical facts in a straightforward nanner. 
For example, he is explicit in conveying that the Tories 
and the clergy wished to have a Stuart king on the 
throne, not because of religious considerations but to 
promote their own interest, while the Whigs vere in favour 
of having a Hanoverian King on the throne. Thus personal 
and not ideological considerations were the main 
motivating force in succession. His assessment of the 
contemporary situation is realistic. "A strange series of 
18. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 371. 
19. Ibid., p. 370. 
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compromises is that English History; compromises of 
20 principle, compromise of party, compromise of worship". 
After deliberating on the personal life of his characters 
and the political situation, the novelist moves on to show 
how the court was the battleground of intrigues between 
the Whigs and the Tories. 
During that well-founded panic the whigs had, lest 
the queen should forsake their Hanoverian prince, 
bound by Oaths and treaties as she was to him, and 
recall her brother, who allied to her by yet 
stronger ties of nature and duty; the Prince of 
Savoy, and the boldest of that party of the Whigs, 
were for bringing the young Duke of Cambridge over, 
inspite of the queen and the outcry of her Tory 
servants, arguing that the electrol prince, a peer 
and prince of the blood-royal of this realm too, 
and in the line of succession to the crown, had a 
right to sit in the Parliament whereof he was a 
member, and to dwell in the country which he one 
day was to govern. Nothing but the strongest ill 
will expressed by the queen and the people about 
her, and menaces of the royal resentment, should 
this scheme be persisted in, prevented it from 
21 
carried into effect. 
20. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 372. 
21. Ibid. , p. 389. 
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Thus the plot to bring the Prince back in England 
was made by people who were divided into two groups -- one 
consisting of dignitaries like John, who gave tacit 
support to the Prince and Harley, and the other consisting 
of personalities like Atterbury and Esmond who openly 
supported the Prince. The peace dawned upon England and 
France: "The long-debated peace had been proclaimed this 
year (1713) at the end of March; and France was open to 
us". The story of succession as imagined by the author 
is historically correct and conveyed almost factually. 
After the episode of succession, Thackeray moves on 
to describe historically the most significant event of 
that period — the plot of the restoration of the Stuart 
dynasty to the throne through the efforts of the Tories 
who had a fear of the increasing influence of the Whigs in 
case of Hanoverian line was allowed to succeed. Kence 
secret communication started in 1713. Though the details 
of the communications are imaginative, they appear to be 
real. The entire narration of the Princes' arrival in 
disguise from France to England , a deviation from 
historical facts is full of suspense and draratic 
elements. The Prince is received warmly by Henry Esr.ond at 
22. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 391. 
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Rochester. The Prince himself was indisguise of Lord 
Castle wood in order to hide his identity. Colonel Esmond, 
the Prince's servant and Frank Esmond carry on 
conversation in French in order to create the impression 
of frenchgentlemen and reach Kensington at night. The 
novelist avails himself of the opportunity of the Prince's 
stay at Kensington to point out the fraiiities and vices of 
the Prince in a very candid manner : 
The Prince drank so much, and was so loud and 
imprudent in his talk after drink .... The ladies 
entertained him at cards, over which amusement he 
spent many hours in each day and night. He passed 
many hours in drinking, during which time he would 
23 
rattle and talk. 
Besides, the author reveals the selfishness of the 
dignitaries through the description of the court 
proceedings. They shifted their loyalty unscruplously : 
Should any clue be found to the dark intrigues at 
the letter end of Queen Anne's time or any 
historian be inclined to follow it, twill be 
discovered, I have little doubt, that not one of 
the great personages about the queen had a defined 
scheme of policy, independent of that private and 
selfish interest which each was bent on 
persuing. 
23. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 418. 
24. Ibid., p. 421. 
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The author is so meticulous in describing proceedings in 
the court that it appears as if he himself had seen the 
whole proceedings. It is historically true that a battle 
took place in the council. The whole situation is 
enlivened here : 
At night there came a second billet: 'There hath 
been a great battle in council; Lord treasurer hath 
broke his staff, and hath fallen never to rise 
again; no successor is appointed. Lord B-receives a 
great whig company to-night at Golden square. If he 
is trimming, others are true; the queen hath no 
more fits, but is abed now, and more quite. Be 
ready against morning, when I still hope all will 
be well. .... A violent altercation has taken 
place before the queen in the council chamber, and 
all the coffee houses had their version of 
quarrel. 
It is historically true that while the death of the 
Queen was imminent, a cabinet council meeting was held to 
decide the course of action to be taken. Blingbroke, left 
to himself, would no doubt have persuaded his colleagues 
to go on with the scheme. But two Whig magnates, the Duke 
of Argyle and Somerset forced their way into the cabinet, 
on the ground that they ought to be consulted as members 
of the privy council. The author's account of the whole 
situation is graphic and historically true : 
25. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 436. 
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At noon, on the 30th of July, a message came to the 
Prince's friends that the committee of council was 
sitting at Kensington Palace, their graces of 
Ormonde and Shrewsbury, the Archbishop of 
Canterbury and three secretary of state, being 
there assembled. In an hour afterwards, hurried 
news was brought that the two great whig dukes, 
Argyle and Sonerest, had broken into the council-
chamber without a summons and taken their seats at 
table. After holding a debate there, the whole 
party proceeded to the chamber of Queen, who was 
lying in great weakness, but still sensible and the 
lords recommended his grace of Shrewsbury as the 
fittest person to take the vacant place lord 
treasurer; her majesty gave him the staff, as all 
know. 
At this crucial moment, the Prince's Feeling away, ruins 
the whole scheme. This is a major deviation from the 
historical fact as the Prince never came to England to be 
an active partner in the plot. 
The happy ending of the novel compensates for its 
melancholy tone. In the end Henry Esmond happily gets 
married to Lady Castlewood and enjoys the conjugal bliss. 
This novel concentrates more on the persoal life of Henry, 
his aspirations, agonies, achievements and transformation 
of his personality. Historical references are so 
26. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 447. 
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beautifully blended with the personal history of Henry 
that a fair idea can be formed about the late eighteenth 
century England in all its aspects — social, religious 
and political. Henry Esmond is shown to have played a leading 
role and major historical figures like -- Prince, Queen, 
Courtier, are relegated to the background. This novel 
furnishes a lot of information about the contemporary 
aristocratic society. As Thackeray was a good judge of 
human nature, his analysis of the character of Prince and 
Bolingbroke is excellent and convincing. But he failed to 
do justice to the character of the Duke of Marlborough. 
Rancour and malice seem to be the motive behind the 
portraiture which is inconsistent with the historical 
evidences. He wishes to expose false greatness, pseudo-
heroism, through various characters. He wanted to show 
every historical figure, whatever his importance, in a 
disparaging light. The portrayal of Swift is far from 
satisfactory and he is reduced to a petty intriguer with 
deliberate and complete disregard for his literary 
achievement. Thackeray reveals his disgust for Swift at 
many places as is evident from the utterance of Henry 
Esmond: I disliked this Mr. Swift, and heard many a story 
about him, cf his conduct to men, and his words to women. 
He could flatter the great as much as he could bully the 
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weak". Addison and Steele represent no more than the 
normal social beings. The journals of these writers had a 
profound impact not only in England but throughout Europe. 
Their historical role has not been given a fair deal. 
Thackeray concentrates more on the personal emotions of 
his characters and neglects those social forces which go 
into the making of the personality of a character. In 
Thackeray's treatment of history, there is little scope 
for the role of the masses and mainly the intrigues of the 
upper classes are underlined. Historical process and 
people's attitude to various happenings have been ignored. 
26. The History of Henry Esmond, p. 374, 
Chapter IV 
Conclusion 
As the foregoing analysis of A Tale of Two Cities 
and Henry Esmond shows, in a historical novel what is 
significant is not the veracity of factual details but the 
novelist's re-experiencing the ethos of the historical 
past with its beamings on the contemporary milieu. Here 
we 'teexperience the social and human motives which led men 
to think, feel and act as they did in historical 
reality". A historical novel, in fact, need not have 
'real' historical personages or incidents. "The novelist 
who seeks to tell things that 'really happened' must 
2 
clutch at episodes". Only the world in which the 
characters are placed, "the current that sweep over their 
lives, and the movements that overwhelm them need to be 
3 
real". The historical novel may be 'true to history' 
without being true to fact. In the light of these comnents 
the novels under discussion have been reviewed and the 
1. George Lukacs, The Historical Novel, tr., H. and S, 
Mitchell (London, Mevlin Press, 1962), p. 42. 
2. H. Butterfield, The Historical Novel (Cambridge, Univ. 
Press, 1924), p. 55. 
3. Ibid., p. 50. 
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contribution of the novelists concerned assessed. Scott, 
the pioneer of historical novel was a source of 
inspiration for the novelists of the coining generations in 
this field. Scott is credited to have developed a 
classical form of historical novel which has certain 
cardinal characteristics. The first and foremost among 
them is that the hero belongs to the middle class society. 
The historical figures play a subordinate role and 
whenever they are portrayed, the aim is primarily to bring 
out the human qualities in them. It is fairly evident that 
Scott elucidates in his novels great crises of history. 
The setting of most of his novels is the remote past, such 
as the middle ages. Scott describes the historical persons 
and his topographical details seem authentic. He always 
endeavours to highlight the currents of historical changes 
which exercise influence on everyday events and exerts 
impact of material and psychological changes upon people 
who react spontaneously without comprehending their true 
nature. In this novels we find a beautiful blending of the 
romantic and the realistic elements with the predominance 
of the former. Scott seems to have left a tradition which 
was followed by a host of novelists of the coming 
generations with slight deviations. The genre of the 
historical novel became so popular that there was a craze 
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for writing historical novels and the Victorians could not 
resist the temptation of trying their hands on this new 
popular genre. Though Dickens and Thackeray were basically 
writers of social novels, they also tried their pens at 
historical fiction. Barnaby Rudge and A Tale of Two Cities 
were written by Dickens and Henry Esmond and Virginians go 
to the credit of Thackeray. 
Dickens is indebted for his novel, A Tale of Two 
Cities (1859), to two sources: Wilkie Collin's drama, 
Frozen Deep and Bulwer Lytton's novel Zanoni. There are 
striking siailarities in the the-es of Zanoni and A Tale 
of Two Cities. In Zanoni, Zanoni, the here who could 
conquer death sacrifices himself by choosing death for the 
sake of his v\afe. In A Tale of Two Cities Sydney Carton 
sacrifices his life in order to save the husband of her 
beloved, Lucie, from the clutches of death. A careful 
reading of this novel makes it conspicuous chat Dickens 
could not completely break away from the classical 
tradition set by Scott. But his contribution lies in the 
fact that he inducted numerous non-factual details into 
it, by an imaginative interpretation of history. The main 
historical event in this novel is the French Revolution 
and its inpact has been heightened by imaginatively 
fabricated incidents. However the range of life depicted 
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in the novel is limited, because of which presentation of 
a comprehensive view of life is not possible. The central 
drama of the novel revolves round the characters drawn from 
the middle rungs of the society, as is the case with Scott. 
But it is noteworthy that this novel fails to establish a 
close connection between historical events and the destiny 
of characters, while Scott could successfully connect 
personal incidents with historical events, thus focussing on 
the permanent and lasting effects which elenents of history 
exercise on the lives of humans in future. The example of 
The Heart of Midlothian will suffice to substantiate this 
point. The novel deals with the historical event of the 
Porteous Riots of 1736. This is also a vigorous and 
forceful attack on the severity of the statute condemning 
those found guilty of child murder to death, which was in 
vogue during that period. The alarming frequency of child 
murder in Scotland has led the government to order the 
strict enforcement of this law. Under this -rule, Effie 
Deans is imprisoned and sentenced to death. She is 
condemned to death due to the carelessness of Robertson, 
her lover. Captain Porteous, the commander of the City 
Guard, is tried and sentenced to death for wrongfully 
opening fire on innocent people but he gets reprieve, the 
mob gets berseck and executes him by hanging. Scott 
successfully shows that the particular historical 
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crisis, the Porteous Riots, influenced the destiny not 
only of Robertson but also of Effie Deans and Jeanie 
Deans. D ickens!? other historical novel Barnaby Rudge also 
fails to manifest this realtionship between historical 
events and the fate of his characters. Here the Gordon 
Riots is the main historical event. Barnaby Rudge, an 
idiot, the central character of the novel, was compelled 
by Huse to participate in Gordon Riots directed against 
Popery and the Catholics. Besides four prisons, a number 
of houses were destroyed in these riots. The whole 
description of this historical event is full of 
imaginative details. Gordon Riots do not influence the 
personality of either Huge and Barnaby. Their own personal 
history is responsible for whatever happens to them. 
Dickens at some places criticises the legal system but 
this tendency is far more prominent in A Tale of Two 
Cities. A moralizing tendency has been the hallmark of 
virtually all types of Victorian literature and Dickens 
came heavily under its impact and this novel is largely 
coloured by the author's moral vision which is again and 
again manifested in the portrayal of his characters and in 
the treatment of the French Revolution and its aftermath. 
An implicit praise is always discernible in the 
self-sacrifice of his characters. Sydney Carton who 
sacrifices his life at the altar of love is treated as 
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hero and a tacit sympathy goes to Dr. Manette who embraces 
life of torture and hardship for the sake of duty and even 
agrees to marry his daughter, Lucie, to Darnay though he 
was hailing from the same aristocratic family which is 
responsible for his sorry plight. The novel embodies 
within itself his belief in the ultimate triumph of 
goodness and virtue. While the theme of regeneration and 
self-sacrifice lies at the heart of A Tale of Two Cities, 
the message of love, mercy and forebearance is conveyed 
through A Barnaby Rudge, which explicitly brings hoize to 
us the author's moral vision. 
Thackeray delivered some lectures in 1851, 
contained in The English Humourist of the Eighteenth 
Century that served as the widest possible preparation for 
the writing of The History of Henry Esmond (1'852) . If we 
delve deep into the details of influences which motivated 
him to write this novel, it is fairly evident that he 
seems to have been influenced by Carlyle and Scott. But he 
deviates from Carlyle on various points. For example, like 
Carlyle he does not consider European History and social 
advance as a steady material. Thackeray, while viewing 
English history right from the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, maintains a feeling of tension between the 
improvement of social conditions and the incorrigible 
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selfishness of the human heart. He is equally indebted to 
Walter Scott for his approach to the story of the Stuarts 
which he had treated romantically. But he treated this 
story rather realistically by highlighting the 
shallowness, selfishness and moral shoddiness of the 
Hanoverian line. Unlike his other novels, Henry Esmond was 
written in one complete volume and contrary to the general 
critical stance, was structurally well wrought. Huge 
Walker has remarked about this aspect thus : "Esmond is 
one of the most perfectly constructed plot, but its unity 
fron beginning to end, the adaptation of part, the harmony 
of tone, the systematic progress of the narrative, must 
strike every reader". This novel begins in a solemn 
atmosphere. This grey tone is maintained throughout the 
work, the overall bitter experiences of life impinged on 
the writer's sensibility which is manifested throughout 
the novel. This novel is primarily an autobiography of 
Henry Esmond. From the very inception we find him in a 
dejected mood and this mood continues in two books of this 
novel. It is only in the third book that this mood is 
mitigated after his war experiences. The primary reason 
for his melancholy mood was his relatively deprived 
childhood and ignorance about his parentage. 
4. Huge Walker, Literature of the Victorian Era 
(Cambridge : at the University Press, 1910), p. 691. 
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Thackeray also fails to establish a connection 
between historical events and the destiny of his 
characters. VJe have pointed in the preceding chapter that 
historical events have virtually no bearing either on 
Esmond's temperanent or his destiny. The plot of the novel 
clearly shows that the main historical events basically 
related to a stuart king's manoeuvring his way back to the 
throne and overthrowing of the Hanoverian line, which 
hardly have any impact on the lives of the characters of 
the novel. Henry Esmond abounds in historical personages 
like Queen Anne, military commanders, li'tce Marlborough, 
Gen. Webb, courtiers, like Bolingbroke etc. But these 
historical characters are men of flesh and blood and they 
are portrayed with all human emotions, good and bad. Not 
only this, Thackeray also brings to the fictional scene 
the literary giants of the eighteenth century -- Addison, 
Steele and Swift. But their portrayal is far froni being 
satisfactory. Though Addison and Steele are shown merely 
as human beings, slighting their literary achievements and 
the tremendous impact they had on the morals of the 
contemporary society, it is Sv;ift who is the butt of his 
'intense' prejudice. It is the dark side of his 
personality which is highlighted because from the very 
beginning Thackeray nurtured a grudge against him. Here 
there is a subtle blendino of the historicai?s^^tA!&AO>%be 
personal life of a character. 
ACC "No. 
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Dickens and Thackeray lack that epical quality 
which is the hallmark of Scott. Scott's range is so wide 
that it takes within it the whole gamut of life, and his 
characters hail from all sections of the society. 
Thackeray confines his portrayal of characters to the 
upper classes of the society while Dickens fails to focus 
on any single stratum of the society — middle, lower and 
liigher. As pointed out earlier a moralizing tendency has 
been the distinguishing characteristic of virtually all 
types of Victorian literature and these two masters are no 
exceptions. Dickens came more heavily under its impact and 
this tendency is conspicuous in his vigorous exposure of 
corruption, highhandedness of the feudal lords, a critical 
evaluation of the legal systems of France and England, his 
disgust vjith the irrationality of masses and their 
frenzied reaction as a sequel to French Revolution. 
Inspite of the fact that Thackeray did not have an 
obsession with social and moral values, like Dickens, he 
could not resist the impact of this moralizing tendency 
and yielded to it. This moral vision is reflected in the 
various sagacious pronouncements he makes on human nature 
as well as in his social criticism which is rooted in the 
universal weaknesses of human nature. His work offers an 
insight into the working of aristocratic society and one 
of the aims of this novel was to expose pseudo-heroism 
fostered by a historical legend. 
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These writers are indebted to Alexander Dumas for 
the use of romantic episodes and dramatic situations. Both 
Dickens and Thackeray contributed significantly to the 
treatment of history in novels by introducing imaginative 
and realistic details respectively. Dickens by giving an 
imaginative interpretation of history made it a close 
conpanion of romance and Thackeray brought to the 
historical novel the realism of which, he felt, it had 
wrongfully been deprived. He wanted history to be familiar 
rather than heroic. Dickens was endowed with a fertile 
imagination and there is subtle mingling of fact and 
fiction in his work but he adhered strictly to the 
classical pattern of the historical novel. Thackeray's 
contribution is decisive. It was under the impact of Scott 
that he gives a realistic character to the details. But he 
goes a little further and makes such an elaborate use of 
realistic details that he is credited to have inducted 
realism in the field of the historical novel. His novel is 
not based on the classical form of the historical novel. 
In his work he mikes a deliberate attempt to apply the 
traditions of eighteenth century social novels, and 
consequently a new novel emerged with the predominence of 
the elements of realism. 
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